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Main Themes: The mood in financial markets
turned mildly risk averse, as the optimism over
stimulus from the US Federal Reserve announced
earlier in the week faded. Investors weighed up
new COVID-19 outbreaks in parts of the US and
China and signs of economic recovery. Share
markets were mixed. US bond yields were slightly
lower, and the US dollar index slightly higher.
Share Markets: US share markets were mixed
overnight. Concerns over rising COVID-19 cases are
likely weighing on risk appetite, although news of a
common steroid was shown to assist critically ill
COVID-19 patients supported markets earlier in the
session. The Dow fell 0.7% and the S&P500 fell
0.4%. It was the first fall in four days for both
indices. The Nasdaq rose 0.2%, and is just 1% away
from its closing record high.
Interest Rates: US yields were little changed – the
10-year yield fell 1 basis point to 0.74%.
A 20-year bond auction saw strong demand at a
yield of 1.31%. Concerns about the new outbreaks
in COVID-19 are keeping demand in bonds wellsupported.
Foreign Exchange: The US dollar index edged
slightly higher, reflecting the mildly risk averse
mood. The euro and sterling weakened with the
latter helped by weak inflation. The Australian
dollar was broadly unchanged from 24 hours ago at

68.8 US cents this morning.
Commodities: Oil prices weakened on rising COVID19 cases in parts of the US and China, and also on
rising US crude stocks.
COVID-19: The World Health Organisation has
reported 119,759 new cases globally in the past 24
hours taking the total to 8,061,550. There were
20,647 new cases in Brazil and 18,514 new cases in
the US. In the US, cases are rising to record highs in
Oklahoma and are near record highs in Florida and
Arizona.
Australia: The six-month annualised growth rate in
the Westpac-Melbourne Institute leading index rose
from-5.1% in April to -4.8% in May. The index’s
growth rate remains in deep negative territory
consistent with an economic recession, despite the
slight improvement.
Japan: The goods trade deficit in May stood at
¥833.4 billion, marking the second straight month
of red ink. Exports and imports in May both posted
the largest year-on-year drops in more than 10
years, reflecting rapidly weakened domestic and
external demand as the pandemic continued to
slow economic activity. Exports plunged 28.3% from
a year earlier and imports fell 26.2% on a year ago.
New Zealand: The current account narrowed $372
million to $1.6 billion in the March quarter. The
smaller deficit was driven by an improvement in the
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goods trade balance.
United Kingdom: Headline inflation eased from an
annual rate of 0.8% in April to 0.5% in May the
weakest since 2016. Soft demand and weak oil
prices are placing downward pressure on prices.
United States: Federal Reserve Chair Powell spoke
to the House of Representatives and urged
Congress for more fiscal support. Powell said that
“it would be a concern if Congress were to pull back
on the support that it’s providing too quickly”.
In economic data, housing starts lifted 4.3% in May
after a 26.4% slump in April, pointing to a partial
recovery in residential construction activity. It was
well below the consensus estimate for a 23.5%
increase suggesting a slower than expected
recovery. Nonetheless, a 14.4% increase in building
permits suggests that a recovery will come through
in time.

Today’s key data and events:
NZ GDP Q1 q/q exp -1.0% prev 0.5% (8:45am)
AU Labour Force Survey May (11:30am)
Employment exp -150k prev -594.3k
Unemployment Rate exp 7.4% prev 6.2%
EZ ECB Monthly Bulletin (6pm)
UK Bank of England Monetary Policy Comm. Meets (9pm)
US Philad. Fed Index Jun exp -22.9 prev -43.1 (10:30pm)
US Initial Jobless Claims Jun 13 exp 1290k prev 1542k
(10:30pm)
US Leading Index May exp 2.4% prev -4.4% (12am)
US Federal Reserve’s Mester Speaks (2:15am)
Times are AEST. All data forecasts are m/m or q/q and seasonally adjusted
unless otherwise specified. Forecasts for Australian data are our forecasts and
for other countries they are consensus forecasts.
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